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Rifle merit badge worksheet answers

Revised January 2019 Do the following: Explain why BB and pellet air rifles should always be treated with the same respect as firearms. Describe how you would react if a friend who visited your home asked you to see your or your family firearm(s). Explain the need for protection of the eyes and hearing and use and species.
Demonstrate their proper use. Give the main points of law for the ownership and use of weapons in your community and country. Explain how hunting is linked to the blue use of renewable wildlife sources. Successfully complete a state hunting training course or obtain a copy of the hunting laws for your country, and then do the following:
Explain the main points of hunting laws in your country and give all special laws on the use of weapons and ammunition. Please indicate the species of wild animals that can be legally hunted in your country. Identify and explain how you can join or be part of a shooting of sports activities. Explain to the counselor the appropriate hygiene
guidelines used in shooting. Give the consultant a list of sources that could be contacted for information about firearms and their use. Make one of the following options: Option A - Modern Cartridge Type To identify the three main parts of the rifle and tell you how they work. Define and demonstrate three fundamental rules for the safe
handling of weapons. Identify two types of cartridges, their parts, and how they work. Explain to the counsel what the wrong fires are, the hanging fire and fire, and explain the procedures to be followed in response to each. Identify and demonstrate the five basic elements of shooting guns safely. Explain to the counselor the basic rules for
the safe handling of weapons. Explain any rule for the use and storage of a gun. Identify and explain any safe shooting rule. Explain scope commands and scope procedures. Demonstrate the knowledge, skills and attitude required to safely shoot guns from a bench position or support a submissable position while using five foundations of
rifle shooting. Define the basic safety rules for cleaning the rifle and identify the materials you need. Demonstrate how to properly and safely clean the rifle. Discuss the points you would consider when choosing a gun. By using a .22-caliber firing rifle and firing from a bench or supported position at 15 meters, fire five groups (three shots
per group) that can be covered by a quarter. Use these goals to explain how to adjust the sights of nothing. Adjust the targets to give the group a centrifuge on target and fire five groups (five shots per group). Depending on the target used, each shot in the group must meet the following minimum score: objectives A-32: 9; Objectives A-17
or TQ-1: 7; Objectives A-36 :5. Note: When using a borrowed fixed-vision rifle, it is not always practical to adjust the sights (e.g. request 2l, you can demonstrate your ability to use the base of shooting by recording five five groups (five shots per group) in which all the clips can be covered by a quarter and then explain how to adjust the
sights of zero rifles. Option B - Shooting with an air rifle (BB or Pellet) Identify the three main parts of the air rifle and tell you how they work. Define and demonstrate three fundamental rules for the safe handling of weapons. Explain scope commands and scope procedures. Identify the two most common types of ammunition from the air
rifle. Identify and demonstrate the five basic elements of shooting guns safely. Identify and explain any rule for the safe firing of an air rifle. Demonstrate the knowledge, skills and attitude required to safely shoot targets from a bench position or support a submissable position while using five foundations of firing with a rifle. Define the basic
safety rules for cleaning the air rifle and identify the material required. Prove how to safely clean an air rifle. Discuss the points you would consider when choosing an air rifle. Using BB rifles or pellet air rifles and shooting from a staging post on a bench or supported position at 15 feet for BB rifles or 33 feet for air rifles, fire five groups
(three shots per group) that can be covered by a quarter. Adjust the targets to give the group a centrifuge on target and fire five groups (five shots per group). Depending on the target used, each shot in the group must meet the following minimum score: BB rifle at 15 meters or 5 meters using targets TQ-5:8; Pellet air rifle at 25 meters
using TQ-5 target : 8, at 33 feet or 10 meters using AR-1 targets : 6. Option C - Shooting with a rifle for clutter Discuss the short history of the development of rifles for nozzle loading. Identify the main parts of the tolka and flintlock rifles and discuss how they work. Demonstrate and discuss the rules of safe handling of rifles for loading
tubes. Identify the different classes of black powder and black powder substitutes and explain their proper use. Discuss the right safety procedures, which are about the use and storage of black powder. Discuss the appropriate load element. Identify the appropriate procedures and accessories used to load the nozzle gun. Demonstrate
the knowledge, skills and attitude required to safely shoot guns for tombstone loading in the area, including range procedures. Explain what the wrong fires, suspended fires and fires are, and explain the procedures to be followed in response to each. Shoot the target with a screwing rifle using the five basic elements of the shot. Identify
the materials needed to safely clean the rifle for loading the ossifications. Use these materials to show you how to safely clean the lyin' rifle. Identify the causes of the failure of the rifle to clutter and explain or demonstrate the appropriate correction procedures. Discuss the points would be treated when choosing a rifle to load the clutter.
Using a .45 or .50-caliber inflatable rifle and firing from a resting place on a bench or sub-position, position, three groups (three shots per group) per 15 meters, which can be captured by the base of a standard-size soft drink. Center the group on target and fire three groups (five shots per group). Depending on the target used, each shot in
the group must meet the following minimum score: at 25 meters using NRA A-23 or NMLRA 50-meter targets: 7; at 50 meters using NRA A-25 or NMLRA 100-meter targets : 7th Rifle Worksheet Rifles Comments: Jun 27, 2013 - Yukon JackAs an NRA Certified Instructor (identified by bsa as rangemaster, For the safety of the lane, i
boarder badges for merit), I have to tell you that for every small nra-qualification i target style (of which the name A-17, A-23, A-25, A-32, A-36, TQ-1 i TQ-5 benefits u some forms and others) does not require the optician to be used.  As Tom T. said, the iron sights of any type will teach the foundations much better than any extent can.
 Separately, an earlier version of the requirements has set iron sights, but I can't find a specification in the current release.  Good luck. Jan 29, 2014 - Richard BowmanI put the volume on some of the guns I teach scouts with.   It allows the phantoms to see the effects of maintaining a visual image, triggering control and breathing control.
The scope also provides immediate feedback after the shooting. Now it usually takes less than ten shots to reach teams that can cover a quarter before the ranges, the Guys would burn through the shot after the shot and then stop and check the targets just to find out they were all over the place.  Once they reach the tight groups, I will
have to switch them to the iron sights with the challenge of shooting better than with the scope. Jan 28, 2015 - DCarlson I was attempting this badge out myself and I found that volume can be an aid and obstruction. Most ranges are intended for long ranges. I have a very good time to find a range that will focus even 50ft on small targets.
June 12, 2015 - Tim DonnellyAs an NRA instructor, and an avid shooter, recommend peeps sights, The Civilian Shooting Program has some beautiful savage rifles for under $260 that can be ordered for campsMar 22, 2016 - Eileen SullinsI I'm a representative of the local gun club, We have a rifle and range for rifles and rifles, pored
trapa, state of the art facility, we are currently looking at u it that would be u state to us and sponsor our local squid u doh up their rifle sačmare badgesIi it would be certain with who to talk about it i give me a way to help me in this mind, that would be appreciated. Thanks. Mar 22, 2016 - Scouter Paul@Eileen - Check out the BSA page for
steps to become a credit badges and link to search your local BSA council. Mar 22, 2016 -- JSEileen,You don't need necessary to be a merit badge counselor (unless you just want to) host local scouts.  Maybe they already have their own credit counselor with a rifle and a rifle.  It's great. willing to offer its facility for this purpose. My advice
is to contact your local company if you know someone and offer them an offer.  If your members don't know someone, call the local council and they can get you in touch with local units. I'm sure we can point you in the right direction if you want to give us an idea of where you are. I commend you for keeping shooting sports alive. Nov 11,
2016 - Brady SaitoTo It was interesting to read the above comments and thought I'd inquisi. Recently, a scout from my grandson's company sent an e-mail requesting assistance with the Merit Badge program.  My wife made me help, so I called and left several messages with different people in the Scout headquaters.  I never received a
call in return and simply gave up the idea of help.   The only expertise I could offer was firearms.  I retired from the Dept of Corrections, I was a certified Range Master and trained agents and co's from prisons.  I've trained in transitions to weapons, holes, night tactics and defensive tactics.  I ended my career with the control of the PAL
(parolee in general) Of course it has been for some time, but I still qualify for prisons to protect a secret arms permit.  I know that this may seem to be an exaggeration of the merit badge, but I can provide safe training on fire weapons on the rim and any related training on firearms in a safe and enjoyable way.  I love children and although I
am now over 66 years of age and forced to be active because of my old children.  For what it's all about, I was an eagle scout from 145 in LA.  A lot of eons a long time ago, of course.   If I can help my grandchildren's troops in their efforts in the merit badge, please tell me how. Thank you and beware. Contest - Ask a Question - Add
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